BID SOLICITATION # A10-10-23-6547 – SEQUOYAH COUNTY- SUPPLEMENTAL BID INFORMATION ON SEPTIC SYSTEMS

The General Contractor, as Bidder, agrees to perform all work as shown and called for in the Scope of Work and Specifications for the HACN.

- Conventional Septic System - that includes Perc Test, Lateral Field of up to 540 ft. including any Rock Clause and all DEQ required paperwork.
  
  $____________________

- Aerobic System - that includes Perc Test/Soil Profile and up to 3 Sprinkler Heads up to 11,544 Square ft. of surface application, including any Rock Clause and all DEQ required paperwork.

  $____________________

  Additional line item for each additional sprinkler heads per Perc/Soil Profile

  $____________________

  Additional line item for Nitrogen Reduction System $____________________

Time to Complete – *Installation of systems will ONLY begin after DEQ Perc/Profile has been received in this Office and the Contractor has the Purchase Order in hand. Contractor must contact the Inspector prior to installation.*

________________________________          ___________________________
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_________________________________          ________________________________
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________________________________
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__________________________________
DATE